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MegaCubic to Release Puggy the Monster - the Fun Bite for iPhone
Published on 01/12/12
MegaCubic Entertainment plans to release its new game, Puggy the Monster - the Fun Bite,
on the App Store soon. Designed to attract both adults and kids, the game features a
mysterious little monster named Puggy with magic power to make things come alive. In the
game, players can put their reacting skills to test in a fun way. There are also various
tools for players to interact with the little monster.
Dover, Delaware - MegaCubic Entertainment, a mobile game development company, plans to
release its new game, Puggy the Monster - the Fun Bite, on the App Store soon. Designed to
attract both adults and kids, the game features a mysterious little monster named Puggy
with magic power to make things come alive. In the game, players can put their reacting
skills to test in a fun way. There are also various tools for players to interact with the
little monster.
This kids-friendly game asks players to place their fingers in Puggy's wide-opened mouth.
Players should react fast enough to pull off their fingers before Puggy bites
unexpectedly. Another highlight of the game is the fun Interactions between the monster
and the players. "Puggy's vivid reactions to different interacting tools will surely bring
players smile," said Chris Su, Product Design Director of MegaCubic. He continued, "We're
also proud of the fantastic graphics, animation, and sound effects that enrich players'
interactions with the creature in their hands."
"Puggy the Monster - the Fun Bite is especially ideal for children because of the simple
gameplay and the mischievous character. Kids could have their reacting skills trained in
an interesting way or merely have great fun," remarked Kenny Su, Founder and CEO of
MegaCubic. "We hope the game stands as a high-quality choice for parents when selecting
games for their children. We're also excited to continuously bring entertaining games to
both kids and adults."
MegaCubic:
http://www.megacubic.com/
YouTube Video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4uFCDKVQi5Y
Poster:
https://fbcdn-sphotos-a.akamaihd.net/hphotos-akash4/387201_297207330330050_221466917904092_965340_1477222131_n.jpg

MegaCubic Entertainment, founded in 2011, is a vibrant and motivated mobile game
development company dedicated to create premium and innovative games for mobile devices.
It is a whole-owned subsidiary of Kdan Mobile Software, one of the leading mobile
application solution providers in global market. Copyright (C) 2011-2012 MegaCubic
Entertainment. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are
registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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